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I find the 2016 Horse of the Year debates
in Harness Racing to be quite perplexing. For one, why are we so focused on just
two horses—Always B Miki and Wiggle It
Jiggleit? Secondly, at least in my view, there
really shouldn’t be a doubt in anyone’s mind
who should receive the sport’s highest yearly
equine honor.
What does a horse have to do in order to
be in the conversation for Horse of the Year?
What if the horse dominates their division,
wins 14 out of 15 races (with one second) and
finishes fifth in earnings for the year? Those
are the stats behind 3-year-old pacing colt
Betting Line, who very well might have led
the nation in earnings if he didn’t get hurt
late in the year.
I’m not saying we should bestow Betting
Line with Horse of the Year honors, but it is
a shame that not one person seems to be even
mentioning his name for consideration.
Then we have Hannelore Hanover. She won
17 times in 20 starts and only finished worse
than second once in 2016. Along the way, the
4-year-old trotting mare overcame two major
“obstacles” that much of the harness world
say are difficult to achieve. She beat the boys
on multiple occasions and she did it all as a
mere 4-year-old against her elders. What does
a girl have to do to get some love?

What about Marion Marauder? He won the
Trotting Triple Crown, finished fourth in
earnings and won 10 of 15 starts. Certainly he
deserves at least a mention, no?
The fact remains that we have fallen
in love with the Always B Miki/Wiggle It
Jiggleit saga, and rightfully so. Their battles
have been thrilling, epic encounters which
resulted in some of the only “must watch”
races of the year. The pair deserve to be the
top names in the conversation, but for those
voting, don’t get sucked in by the hype of the
top two. Give each potential candidate a good
once-over before locking in your final answer.
With the above off my chest, and having
provided due consideration to each of the
horses, Always B Miki should be a slam dunk
as Horse of the Year. His record (18-12-5-0)
and earnings ($1,487,292, 3rd in North America) are comparable or better than his counterparts. Then you have the intangibles…
For the last decade while I’ve been writing
about this sport, every year I hear how this
horse or that horse is capable of breaking the
1:46 4/5 world record originally set in 2006 by
Holborn Hanover at The Meadowlands. If I
had a dollar for every time a trainer or driver
told me their horse could beat the record,
I could certainly play at least a $20 double,
maybe more.
Trainer Jimmy Takter was one of the
people who told me Always B Miki could do
it. Well, it ain’t bragging if you actually do
it. Always B Miki not only broke the record,
but he eliminated all doubt as to who the fastest horse in history is by eclipsing Cambest’s
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Always B Miki is the fastest horse in the history of the sport!
CONTINUED from page 1

1:46 1/5 time trial that was set more than 20
years ago.
Of course, one race doesn’t earn you Horse
of the Year honors.
In addition to the record, Always B Miki
also won three races in 1:47 and another one
in 1:47 1/5! Only one other horse (Mel Mara)
paced a winning mile in 1:47 this year and
main contender Wiggle It Jiggleit owns a 2016
best of 1:47 2/5.
We all know that Always B Miki also won
the head-to-head battle with Wiggle It Jiggleit
in 2016 and overall win percentage was basically even. I will give Wiggle It Jiggleit credit
for never finishing off the board while amassing 24 starts, more than any horse in the top
15 in earnings.
None of the above is a knock on Wiggle
It Jiggleit. He is a great horse who had a
phenomenal year. He has been the face of the
sport all year and hopefully will carry that
baton for many years to come. But looking at
the entirety of what both horses did versus
each other and separately, I find it very difficult to make a case for anyone other than
Always B Miki.
One final thought, wouldn’t it be nice if
Wiggle It Jiggleit won in 1:45 4/5 in 2017? Just
sayin’. I need something to keep me occupied
through the winter.
Happy Thanksgiving!

DERICK GIWNER

Always B Miki went fractions of 26 1/5, 52 2/5 & 1:19 4/5 in his world record win.
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Take advantage
of our 2016 rates now
and reap the benefits.
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Top five things to be thankful for in Harness Racing

Wiggle It Jiggleit (left), driver John Campbell and Downbytheseaside are three of the stars in the sport.

AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
Given the time of the year, I thought I would
take this opportunity to list the things I am
thankful for in the sport of Harness Racing
in 2016. Often we hear about things that can
be done better, or improved upon; I certainly
have posted columns that identify areas that
require improvement. But for this week, at
least, I would like to talk about the good.

1. Wiggle It Jiggleit
Sure, he is probably not going to be Horse of
the Year this year due to the emergence in the
last couple of months of a monstrous Always
B Miki. When both are at their absolute best,
it is more likely than not that Always B Miki
is slightly better. But, Wiggle It Jiggleit is
a public relations dynamo. He is a gelding,
who hopefully will stay sound and be able
to race at the top level of the sport for years
to come. Perhaps in 2016 we saw the passing of the torch from the ageless iron-horse
Foiled Again to this dynamic superstar. As
I write these words, Foiled Again’s lifetime
earnings stand at $7,463,159 as he continues
his 12-year-old season. Wiggle It Jiggleit
has bankrolled $3,907,557 thus far, slightly
more than half the total of Foiled Again. The
significance is that Foiled Again didn’t reach
$3.9 Million until the end of his 7-year-old
season, so WIJI has a three-year head start.
Of course, WIJI will have to stay healthy and
will have to be at the top of his game for three
more years if he is to threaten Foiled Again’s
record. It will be fun to watch.

2. John Campbell
An institution in harness racing, a living
legend, John Campbell at 61 years old is wrap-

ping up a $3.5 Million season while still showing that he can not only compete with the best
of a generation that wasn’t even born when
Campbell first sat in a sulky, but he can beat
them too. His biggest win this year from a
purse standpoint came in the William Wellwood Final at Mohawk with Seven And Seven.
It was the only time that trainer Thomas
Durand didn’t drive his freshman trotter,
but one can hope that perhaps as we enter
Hambletonian season 2017, maybe John will
have first call on a talented 3-year-old trotter.
With Campbell less than $1 Million away from
$300 Million in earnings, I look forward to the
countdown to that milestone as well in 2017.

3. The Next Generation of Drivers
Scott Zeron, Matt Kakaley, Chris Page,
Marcus Miller, Ronnie Wrenn Jr., Jordan
Stratton, Montrell Teague, Jim Marohn Jr.,
and Joe Bongiorno. I apologize if I missed a
few, but the point is there has been a massive
surge of young and talented drivers in
Harness Racing this year. Some of these drivers have put up numbers that would surprise
you. For example, Chris Page, Jordan Stratton and Marcus Miller have more earnings
this year than George Brennan. In fact, all
three of those drivers have over $5 Million
in earnings this year. Jim Marohn Jr. has
won over 400 races in 2016 and Joe Bongiorno
has won 360 thus far. Case in point, there are
plenty of rising stars in driving colonies to
look forward to in 2017 and beyond.

4. Huntsville vs. Downbytheseaside
Let’s be honest, outside of Betting Line, the
3-year-old pacers in 2016 were widely considered to be a less than stellar group. Sure,
Racing Hill had his moments and he is a very
nice horse, but the glamour division was not
the best we have seen. That can change next
year. Huntsville and Downbytheseaside look
to be absolute studs. They are both wickedfast and right now, the sky is the limit for
both. Now, that doesn’t mean that things will

Derick Giwner Photos

shake-out favorably next year. Both horses
must stay sound and both horses must make
that important transition from age 2 to age
3. However, if both horses come back sharp,
then 2017 could mirror a season like 2001,
where we saw several epic duels between
Bettor’s Delight and Real Desire, or dare I say
a year like 1994, with Life Sign, Presidential
Ball and Riyadh. Be thankful for these two
fine colts and hopeful for a sensational 2017.

5. Hannelore Hanover
In a year that included memorable battles
in many of the other divisions, Hannelore
Hanover was simply dominant. With her only
losses coming when racing outside the aged
mare trotting division, Hannelore Hanover
had the kind of season that typically results
in a Horse of the Year-type resume. Unfortunately for Hannelore, she picked the year of
Always B Miki and Wiggle It Jiggleit to have
such a season, but don’t let that take anything
away from what this mare accomplished.
Simply put, she was an amazon. With so
many of the 3-year-olds retiring this year, it
is certainly plausible that Hannelore could
contend with the Free For All trotters on a
wide-spread scale next year. With another
mare in the barn named Mission Brief pointing to a return in 2017, one would imagine
that one of these two mares would be given
a chance against the boys often next season
and considering that Mission Brief is coming
back from an injury, I would think Hannelore
Hanover is the favorite to fill that role.
Last but not least, we should all be thankful for the things that matter most in life.
While our industry has been filled with
many debates (some spirited), arguments
and disagreements, let us not forget that we
should all be thankful for family, friends
and the strong relationships we have with
one another. Let that be our motivation to
work together for a better tomorrow for all of
Harness Racing…
Happy Thanksgiving!

Rock Me Baby looks to roll in Courageous Lady

Muscle Hill
heading back to
Southwind Farms
By Derick Giwner

Rock Me Baby was an $82,000 Harrisburg purchase by Thomas Dillon.

By Derick Giwner
November is a month of change in Harness
Racing. With Sire Stakes finals wrapped
up and the Grand Circuit stakes mostly
concluded, owners part ways with many of
their 3-year-olds as the focus switches to
yearlings and next year’s potential rookie
stars. While one trainer moves on, another
picks up the baton and runs with it.
For trainer Heidi Rohr, she is hoping new
acquisition Rock Me Baby, the 7-2 second
choice on the morning line in Saturday’s
$120,000 Courageous Lady at Northfield
Park, can be something special.
Rohr’s owner, Thomas Dillon, picked up
Rock Me Baby at Harrisburg for $82,000. The
daughter of Rock N Roll Heaven-Lover Of Art
has only three wins in 20 career starts, but
has displayed the ability to keep pace in some
fast miles, finishing second beaten a halflength in 1:50 1/5 at the Red Mile and second
beaten a length in 1:51 2/5 at Vernon.
“She showed quite a bit of promise all year
in stakes,” said Rohr, who has won over 1,350
career races. “Most of the horses in Harrisburg are a bit overpriced, but with her breeding, I thought she was a good purchase.”
That promise shined through immediately
in her first start for Rohr. Over the half-mile
surface at Saratoga, Rock Me Baby scooted

Mark Hall/USTA

around the four turns to post a scintillating
1:52 4/5 qualifying win by seven lengths.
“Not even a little,” said Rohr when asked if
she was expecting such a good performance.
“I’m hoping she comes back to that qualifier.
I guess we’ll see on Saturday.”
Rock Me Baby is nicely situated in post
five in the field of eight and was able to lure
top driver Tim Tetrick to Ohio. Her main
competition is expected to come from Jugette
winner L A Delight, a 20-time winner in 30
career starts with over one million in career
earnings. Hall of Famer John Campbell has
the difficult assignment of overcoming the
tough far outside post.
Despite being a major contender on Saturday, the Courageous Lady wasn’t even on the
radar when Rohr got Rock Me Baby. “The
race was an afterthought. We didn’t even
know she was eligible,” said the New Hampshire native.
Although her future agenda remains up
in the air, Rohr said if Rock Me Baby shows
she belongs on Saturday, she’ll be pointed
towards the Grand Circuit for older pacing
mares in 2017.
The Courageous Lady is scheduled as race
11 on a 15-race card at Northfield and is the
penultimate stakes race of the year. The
Progress Pace at Dover Downs on Monday
(Nov. 28) will put a wrap on the 2016 Grand
Circuit.

Top trotting sire Muscle Hill will once
again be standing stud at Southwind
Farms in New Jersey starting in 2017.
Muscle Hill stood at Southwind in
New Jersey for the first four years of
his stallion career but was moved to
Marion Farms in New Hope, Pa. starting in 2014.
“The reason for the move is we have
noticed a marked difference in the stallion’s libido, health and general well
being upon his return home,” said
syndicate manager Mike Klau, noting
that Muscle Hill spent the offseason at
Southwind in New Jersey, where he was
collected for the frozen semen markets in
Europe and the Southern Hemisphere.
“We feel that it is in the best interest of
the horse and the syndicate for him to
remain year-round at Southwind.”
Klau admitted that the decision to
move away from the lucrative Sire
Stakes program in Pennsylvania was a
difficult one.
“I struggled with the decision,” said
Klau. “I never would have considered
it if Jeff Gural didn’t announce that the
Meadowlands stakes program would
stay intact.”
Without a strong Meadowlands stakes
program, the large purses available in
the Sire Stakes program in Pennsylvania versus New Jersey would be more
important. As it stands, Muscle Hill is
very much a Grand Circuit sire and the
switch to New Jersey could be a good one
for horses on the Hambletonian trail.
“I’ve always felt that a New Jersey
bred had a big advantage being able
to prep for the Hambletonian without
having to leave the big track at The
Meadowlands,” said Klau.
Muscle Hill has sired the winners of
over $11 million, a record for trotting
stallions, and has sired four milliondollar winners, led by Triple Crown
winner Marion Marauder 1:51 3/5
($1,484,532), Breeders Crown winner Bar
Hopping 1:51 4/5 ($1,191,195), Yonkers
International winner Resolve 1:50 2/5
($1,184,780) and multiple stakes winner
Sotuhwind Frank 1:52 1/5 ($1,164,468).
He is the leading money-winning sire
of 2-year-olds, 3-year-olds and all-age
performers from just four crops of racing
age. His 2016 2-year-olds were headed
by the world champion filly Ariana G
1:51 4/5 ($743,967) and Peter Haughton
Memorial winner What The Hill 1:54 4/5
($315,686).

--Southwind Farms contributed to this article

